GP Patient Survey Meeting 27.02.2012

Present:

Dr B Mills		Glen Parry		Michael Hemmerdinger			
Dr Lowrie		Joan Kidd		Roger Parkin	
Atiya Alam-Jones	John Mosinski		Tessa Parkin
Dr McNutt		Betty Shepherd	John Allan	
Dawn Riley		Margaret Lunt

Patient Survey Results
The results of the survey conducted this year were 93%.  We had improved on many areas from the previous year and some areas had stayed the same.  It was discussed that the results of our survey were based on 250 participants.  It was brought to light that on our results we scored high for areas such as respect for privacy/confidentiality, concerns , consideration, satisfaction, warmth of greeting, ability to listen and respect shown.  It was also mentioned our results were high in comparison to the national average.

Practitioner of Choice
We scored 65% compared to the national average of 61%.  Generally it was felt that patients got to see their practitioner of choice and understood that sometimes they may not.  Telephone consultations were discussed which is always an option for advice by your usual GP if an appointment is not available and it was felt that these were very helpful and did get used.  The only negative with telephone consultations was for those who work and as a time can not be given it is not always convenient to take a call whilst at work.  Therefore, maybe the GP should ask first when initially rang the patient, if it is convenient for their call.  It was discussed why patients can only book ahead for 2 week appointments, why could this not be longer.  We found as a surgery when patients could book too far in advance this increased the number of DNA appointments due to people forgetting or other commitments arising in the meantime. 

DNA (Did Not Attend)  
Overall in the month of January there were 45 DNA GP appointments and 17 DNA nurse appointments.  It was felt that this figure is still rather high.  The surgery is taking a trial of text messaging and it is hoped that with this in place, with text reminders for appointments, that this will help alleviate the number of missed appointments.  This is an ongoing problem that we are always trying to achieve better results with.

Consistency of Appointments 
It was discussed that the practice has updated the list of capabilities of the nurses and to aim to have improved use of the appointments.  The practice has also introduced diabetic clinics for Sister Emma Crowe which should lead to freeing up GP appointments.  It was thought that none of the patients were aware of the different skills and area of expertise each nurse has and that we need to inform the patients so they are aware when booking appointments.
Action:  To make patients aware of nurses’ different skills.  These could be put on the Envisage screen in the waiting room and also put into the newsletter.  Maybe we should have a leaflet available regarding this also.



Waiting Room
The Envisage screen needs to be utilized better.  The information is not current and more beneficial information needs to be displayed.  It was discussed that the information in the waiting room on the notice boards and walls needs to be re-organized and displayed better, with titles and maybe have a board with local events in the community.  Another idea was to get involved with schools and having children display art or that of up and coming artists to brighten up the room.  The option of music was discussed to try and help with confidentiality issues in the waiting room. 
Action:  To update the Envisage screen with more current relevant information and for this to be ongoing.  To display messages such as the nurses different specialties, the fact that we do have a newsletter, our web address, patient participation group.  To look into the areas of waiting room that can be improved.  To find out the cost of a license to play music in the surgery.

Newsletters
These are produced every other month and from April 2012 they will also be available via the website as well.  Not enough people aware of newsletter and should be advertise more.
Action:  To make patients aware that we do a newsletter – on the Envisage screen and how it can be accessed, patients can sign up to have sent via email.

Website
To update patient participation group tab on our website.  To put more information regarding the patient survey, the meetings that are held, anyone is welcome and the results of the survey etc.  Still thought not advertised well enough, the poster in the waiting room was too small needed to be larger and more eye-catching, more advertising and try also to get some younger members to join the group.
Action:  To put more information on the Envisage screen regarding the patient participation group, with more information regarding the meetings, what they are for, when they are held etc.

PPG Involvement 
Ideas were discussed of how to improve patient participation - to introduce short surveys within the practice (or outside of practice) to improve patient services.  To conduct information gathering exercises to update our medical records.  To start up a facilitated blog with a patient representative and have a patient forum.

Any Other Business

Unused Medications
It has been brought to light recently the cost of unused medications.  How can we help reduce the cost of an area such as this; medication reviews, limiting the prescriptions to monthly then this is costly for the patient as you have to pay each time for a prescription and that is why we give every 3 months.

Proposed Changes to Cheshire & Merseyside Vascular Services
The new proposals for vascular services are to aim to save more lives and improve the quality of life for patients following treatment.  The engagement is to ensure that patients can also have a voice and can debate the proposals fully.  
(Please see the enclosed information)

